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The children have been busy dancing, using our lovely Very Hungry Caterpillar props that
go with the story to act it out, building castles and even looking after our tiny chicks and
ducklings! Some of the Beginning of the Week and the PM children enjoyed watching Year
6’s performance of Matilda yesterday too.
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We are still practising all the alphabet sounds and pictures that we have been learning throughout the
year. Our song of the week next week will be ‘Humpty Dumpty’.
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We will be practising lots of shapes and talking about their properties next week alongside our usual
number songs and rhymes.
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Thank you to everyone that’s said they will help out with our Park visits, we really appreciate your support. We need some more helpers for the afternoon trip, please. We will leave school at 9.15 in the
morning and 1.30 in the afternoon. Thank you.
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The transition visits for the Nursery 2 children due to join Reception will be next Monday and Tuesday
mornings (16th / 17th June). The children will have fun meeting their new teachers and friends in Reception!
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Reading Books
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We are going to collect in the Nursery reading books over the Summer holidays. Please, please, please
return any reading books that you have at home back to school. We are really low on books to give out
now as there are quite a lot outstanding. Thank you for your support with this.
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This week will be the last week that I send out a Learning Log challenge—your child’s book will then
move onto their new teacher if they are going into Reception. Thank you.
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Teddy Bears’ Picnic
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This Friday we will be having a Teddy Bears’ Picnic with Reception. It will be at 2pm on Friday 13th July.
All Nursery pupils, their adults and younger siblings welcome :) The children will make their own little
snack in class to take to the picnic. Please come along and join us.
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Reports and open afternoon
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Reports for all Nursery pupils will be available in your pigeon hole on Friday. I hope that you enjoy
reading them! The open afternoon for the rest of school will be next Tuesday afternoon but FOR
NURSERY, it will be on the WEDNESDAY! Come and chat about your child after the park visit if you’d
like to.
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Weds 18th July (AM and PM ) - Visits to Swinnow Park
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And all the king's men
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